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Scalable, Flexible PC
Platforms Achieve SIGINT
Spectrum Dominance
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Project managers can now leverage the
COTS paradigm to successfully deliver
advanced SIGINT solutions on time and
on budget.

High-Speed Waveform Recording
Systems
Since most contemporary operat-

ing systems such as Windows or Linux
are not real-time environments, PCs
are often overlooked as an option for
real-time applications. Yet, properly
engineered subcomponent hardware
and software can transform PC systems effectively into a real-time SIGINT platform.
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Commercial off-the-shelf solutions can form the backbone of system architectures for
advanced SIGINT acquisition, processing and playback.
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A multichannel signal recorder system based on PC technology can continuously record up
to 700 Msamples/s of data through the PC to disk storage without any break in the analog
record.
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For example, to develop a wideband signal recording solution for spectrum monitoring, properly designed
digitizers can stream continuous signal
data without interruption direct to disk
storage at rates of 700 Mbytes/s (Figure 2). In this data exchange, the server
motherboard acts as the arbiter. However, the key lies in engineering proper
buffering techniques.
Engineering waveform recording
boards, designed with large memory
buffers to withstand the non-real-time
nature of PC systems, is essential to account for the periods when a PC system is
busy handling other tasks. Additionally,
a high-speed bus interface should be incorporated to offload buffered data. With
these design features, data acquisition
boards will simultaneously acquire, buffer and transfer data to prevent a break in
the analog record.
Considerable thought needs to go
into buffering techniques since, for
many advanced SIGINT applications,
overflow conditions are disastrous. Fortunately, high-speed turnkey recording
systems are commercially available today with the appropriate combination of
motherboard, RAID components, highresolution waveform digitizers with sufficient RAM configured as a FIFO and
software solutions.

Multiple channels can be integrated within PC systems by utilizing
waveform digitizer products in a master-slave configuration to create a synchronized, multichannel acquisition
system. SIGINT system developers have
the flexibility of using the non-real-time
CPU for processing the buffered realtime stream of signal data. Additionally,
if the CPU is insufficient for the processing requirement, real-time parallel
processing boards—provided they are
compatible with the digitizers—can be
added to appropriately accelerate the
processing capability.
For even more advanced SIGINT
applications, new off-the-shelf subcomponents can provide numerous
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combinations of high-speed acquisitions, with accommodation for largebandwidth and high-resolution applications, along with an extremely large
memory capacity and onboard FPGA
processing. For example, a subcomponent board with two 150 MHz, 16-bit
channels for a total data rate of 600
Mbytes/s, as well as an onboard FPGA,
creates an extremely high-speed, highresolution real-time processing and recording solution.
Furthermore, playing back collected data for analysis can employ the
same recording platform populated
with playback modules to create a continuous signal playback solution based
upon the same signal recording model.
By adding D/A conversion modules with
buffering techniques similar to those
engineered on the A/D modules, digital
data can be streamed direct from disk
storage at the same high rates for playback as for recording.
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Signatec develops platforms specifically for high-performance, flexible and
scalable SIGINT applications, either for
rugged, lightweight, low-power and networkable applications or fixed rackmount
systems. For example, a current system
development is a multichannel record
and playback solution for airborne SIGINT missions.
Comprising six total channels, five
high dynamic range synchronized channels digitize analog signals at up to 160
Msamples/s per channel with 16-bit
resolution. The digitizers offer onboard
FPGA processing, which allows for digital filtering and digital down-conversion
(DDC) to prolong the system’s total storage capability.
Within the same system, a sixth
digitizer provides a 1 Gsample/s acquisition rate with 8-bit data and 512 Mbytes
of onboard memory for much wider instantaneous bandwidth surveillance, although at a lower dynamic range. Data
from this high-speed channel won’t
stream continuously to disk. Rather, it
records continuously to onboard memory and copies data to disk memory as
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Figure 3

Signatec’s fully integrated, six-channel, high-speed, high-resolution acquisition and
recording system with a high-speed, 16-bit playback channel uses affordable PC-based
solutions for airborne SIGINT applications.

time allows (Figure 3).
To complete the development, a 16-bit
playback channel offers at least 125 MHz
bandwidth and is completely compatible
with the high-resolution A/D channels to
play back previously recorded data.
The complete system spans two chassis and delivers a combined 1,920 Mbytes/s
of sustainable peak data throughput
passing to/from the various modules
to/from the disk storage system via the
server motherboard’s I/O resources.
These rackmount systems are network
controllable, with dedicated Ethernet
ports available for easy user control during mission deployment.
Affordable, PC-based, high-performance SIGINT systems are highly
scalable and f lexible, possessing too
many variables to encapsulate with
one example. However, one thing is

clear: with the numerous off-the-shelf
solutions available to system developers, PC systems can now sustain very
high-speed waveform recordings, realtime processing and high-speed signal
playback capabilities. Additionally,
network control options can be easily
integrated into a single host system.
Essentially, there has never been a better time to strongly consider PCs—and
their associated advanced peripheral
boards—as the ideal platform for
bringing to market the fastest, most
f lexible, scalable and affordable SIGINT technology solutions.
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